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WHAT I DO

SKILLS TRAINING
I specialize in providing
soft skills training in the
form of online courses
and in-person
workshops, in the
following areas:
-

Presentation skills
Performing on-camera
Creating video tutorials
Voice Overs

VOICE OVER ARTIST
I am a professional
voice over artist with 16
years experience
recording voice overs
for the corporate and
commercial sector, in
both the UK and South
Africa. For all your
recording needs, please
give me a shout!

Check out my online courses at:

marinda-botha.teachable.com
I develop course material in soft skills
training, covering subjects:
Presentation skills, including eye contact,
speaking with confidence, time
management, body langue and non-verbal
communication.
Voice Over skills, including clear articulation,
speaking to your target audience,
microphone technique, script analysis,
communicating emotion via the voice alone.
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Warming up the voice and body for
performance, be it for in-person
presentations, on-camera performance or
recording behind the microphone.

I tailor in-person workshops to your company’s needs.
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HOW TO MAKE VIDEO TUTORIALS
These days, the digital world seems to revolve
around video content. Students prefer to see a
video lecture, rather than study from books. Online
education has never been in greater demand and
it is becoming mandatory for trainers to possess
on-camera performance skills.
If you do feel the need for some guidance, do
consider enrolling. This online course covers
performance techniques and the technical
how-to’s on creating video tutorials in general and
specifically on producing professional talking
head videos.
We look at the following subjects: How to write
your script for video, Non-verbal communication,
Equipment - Camera and sound, Software, Lighting
your shots, Connecting with your audience and
many more!

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?
-

Online educators
E-learning product developers
Vloggers
Video content creators

WHAT DO I NEED?
All you need is your computer and a willingness to
learn. You don’t need to buy a fancy camera or
microphone. To be able to do the exercises, you
may use the microphone on your mobile phone, or
the one in your computer.
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HOW TO BECOME A VOICE OVER ARTIST
Have you been told you have a lovely voice? Always
dreamt of working at a radio station or voicing
character animations or videos games?
The voice over industry can sound very glamorous,
but the truth is it takes a lot of hard work to achieve
success in this business. This course start off quite
technical, looking at microphone technique, but then
we move on to the essence of voice over
performance, which I believe is acting. We look at
dissecting your script, using and ignoring punctuation,
finding your target audience and unearthing subtext
from your script.
Acting for voice overs can be super fun. It also takes a
lot of practice. You can act the whole day long, even
though you may have a bad hair day and want to
stand barefoot behind the microphone. You can! All
the listener is interested in, is the sound of your voice!

WHO IS THIS COURSE FOR?
- This course can be taken by complete beginners to
advanced students.
- Aspiring voice over artists
- Public speakers
- Video content creators

WHAT DO I NEED?
All you need is your computer and a willingness to
learn. You don’t need to buy a microphone. To be able
to do the exercises, you may use the microphone on
your mobile phone, or the one in your computer.
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ABOUT ME
I obtained my degree in Performing Arts at the
University of Pretoria, South Africa in 2000. I then
promptly ran away to the UK, to further my training
in Puppetry, Physical Theatre and performance in
various genres.
I spent 8 years working as an actress, voice artist
and puppeteer in the UK, gaining experience in acting
for film and television.
I have been in the voice over business for 16 years. I
now work from my home recording studio, in South
Africa, with numerous clients from across the world.
I am also a Film lecturer in tertiary education, with 7
years teaching experience. I recently created a
3-year degree curriculum in Screen Acting, which
was accredited by the South African Council of
Higher Education.

To learn more about my courses,
please scan the QR code below or
join my mailing list. I look forward to
hearing from you.
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